Dictionaries are a proven and essential tool to assist us to develop our vocabulary, literacy and communication skills. Like most people you are doing more than 90% of your writing on a computer, and much of your reading as well. And the new WordGenius will find the meaning of a word faster than ever, even if you can't spell it.

You could go to the Web, but that is a few clicks away and is often too slow, and the web is not always available.

The NEW WordGenius has been enhanced with Pre-emptive Search Spelling Help (PSSH) that provides a pull-down list of suggested words after you type just 4 characters, and even suggests words when you can't spell what you are looking for, so you always have instant access to the meaning of words when you are reading and writing on your PC.

Imagine, you could always have the complete, unabridged version of the Random House Webster's dictionary instantly available on your PC.

And imagine you could have this for substantially less than the cost of the bulky book version of the same Dictionary — 2,230 pages in total — downloads in seconds and is just a mouse click away on your desktop.

Imagine no longer...

Random House and WordGenius are proud to announce the NEW Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius - the ultimate reading and writing PC productivity tool, and ideal companion for all the reading and writing tools on your PC.

The NEW Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius.

This productivity tool provides a uniquely useful, uniquely powerful, uniquely easy-to-use resource for all English readers and writers — whatever your age, skills, or discipline.

Your language is the difference to creating winning proposals, and achieving top grades in your assignments. We guarantee WordGenius will empower your letters, emails, assignments and PowerPoint presentations to achieve exceptional results.

Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary

With over fifty years of dictionary publishing behind it, the Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary is the most definitive reference of the English language available.

This modern dictionary offers an exhaustive, traditional study of the language, while covering the latest, most important developments – ahead of any other dictionary. Including entries and definitions for current place names, reflecting recent political and geographical changes worldwide, and over 75,000 example phrases and sentences to show how words are used in context.

With more than 315,000 entries, 1,100 new important words and meanings including broadband, factoid, Bollywood and identity theft, plus 1,500 updated definitions and entries. Along with scholarly, up-to-date etymologies, including dates to show when terms entered the language, and showing clearly labeled Americanisms.

And now you can have it permanently and instantly available on the desktop of your notebook or PC, with all 2,230 pages compressed to less than 18 MB.
BRILLIANT ADDITIONAL FEATURES

The Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius is a powerful productivity tool that is guaranteed to improve your literacy and communication skills.

Find the meaning of words instantly using the WordGenius Drag-on icon on your desktop. Just drag a word from any application onto the Drag-on icon and the WordGenius will open the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary giving you the meaning of the word instantly.

The benefits of having this ultimate reading and writing tool on your computer are not confined to instant availability and much lower costs. WordGenius is also an extremely powerful productivity tool guaranteed to raise your standard of literacy and expand the user’s vocabulary, and above all improve both yours and your organization’s communication skills.

The Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius is instantly accessible and readily integrates with all the other Windows tools you have on your Desktop, is much easier to use and faster than going to the web, and much more powerful than the book-bound equivalents.

For example:

- Find the meaning of any word in any Windows application, including any word processor, email or Internet browser, by simply selecting the word and dragging it onto the Drag-on icon on your computer’s desktop.

- The WordGenius will provide a pull-down list of suggested words when you key just four characters into the Headword or Definition search box, and will find the word you are looking for, even if you misspell the search word.

- Solve all your word games by searching for the part of the word you know and using asterisks (“*pre*) to find all the words that satisfy the part you don’t know. If you are stumped on a crossword, you can quickly find the word you want by entering the letters you already know, along with the right number of “gaps” using question marks (ta????ada?). WordGenius supports any number of single or multiple character, wildcards anywhere within the search word.

- You can use the dictionary as a “reverse dictionary”, simply by searching within the Definitions rather than the Headwords. All words, numbers and strings of words are searchable so you can find “1929” and “to be or not to be” in the Definitions.

- If you want to research American colloquial or slang meanings, it’s just a matter of searching the Definitions for “informal” and all the colloquial words will be displayed.

- The dictionary definitions include a user-friendly, written pronunciation guide, but if you like you can also use the built-in audio pronunciation assistant that pronounces the word phoneme by phoneme. Ideal for ESL students.

- Definitions etc., can be dragged or copied into other documents at will, or printed out if you choose

All of this is instantly available because the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius files on your computer are fully indexed, remain fully compressed and the content is fully protected and cannot be changed.

BRILLIANT COMPATIBILITY

The Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius can be used with any version of Windows from Windows XP through to Windows 8, and works in conjunction with all Windows applications, including word processors, email, and internet browsers.

BRILLIANT VALUE

The Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius is designed to be cost-effectively installed as a Site License with Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) through the network server. Substantial discounts are available for multiple user Site Licenses.

Get the WordGenius advantage now – buy & download on-line, the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary WordGenius is available from www.wordgenius.com with secure payment and immediate Web download.

Simply drag your word over the Drag-on icon to get the definition instantly.